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MATLAB/Simulink Framework for Modeling Complex Coolant Flow
Configurations of Advanced Automotive Thermal Management Systems

Abstract

system separately. For advanced vehicles, especially for hybrid and
all-electric vehicles, the benefits of interconnectedness of the thermal
management and A/C systems outweigh the associated complexity.
This, in turn, results in a requirement for more integrated simulation
approaches.

The National Renewable Energy Laboratory’s (NREL’s) CoolSim
MATLAB/Simulink modeling framework was expanded by including
a newly developed coolant loop solution method aimed at reducing
the simulation effort for complex thermal management systems. The
new approach does not require the user to identify specific coolant
loops and their flow. The user only needs to connect the fluid
network elements in a manner consistent with the desired schematic.
Using the new solution method, a model of NREL's advanced
combined coolant loop system for electric vehicles was created that
reflected the test system architecture. This system was built using
components provided by MAHLE Inc. and included both air
conditioning and heat pump modes. Validation with test bench data
and verification with the previous solution method were performed
for 10 operating points spanning a range of ambient temperatures
between -2°C and 43°C. The largest root mean square difference
between data and simulation results for pressure, temperature, energy
and mass flow rate was less than 7%.

The more complex thermal management systems of advanced
vehicles typically allow for various modes of operation that can be
selected based on driving and ambient conditions. Investigating a
number of system alternatives and determining the best ranges for
various operating modes with experimental methods can be very time
consuming. A good system simulation tool can greatly reduce the
time and expense of developing these complex systems. Such tools
should also be able to efficiently co-simulate with vehicle simulation
programs and should be applicable for evaluating various control
algorithms. The MATLAB/Simulink simulation environment,
popular in the automotive industry, is well suited for development of
such models and meets the requirements of dynamic modeling of
complex systems.

Introduction

Background

When operating, the air conditioning (A/C) system is the largest
auxiliary energy consumer in a conventional vehicle. A/C loads
account for more than 5% of the fuel used annually by light-duty
vehicles in the United States [1]. Climate control loads can have an
even larger impact on hybrid electric vehicle (EV), plug-in hybrid
EV, and all-electric vehicle performance. Hybrid EVs show a 22%
lower fuel economy with the A/C on [2]. For all-electric vehicles, the
effect of the climate control system usage is even more severe. Due
to a shortage of waste heat, heating of the passenger cabin in EVs has
to rely on battery energy. Cooling the cabin can also take a
significant portion of energy available in the battery, significantly
reducing vehicle efficiency and range. Mitsubishi reports that the
range of the i-MiEV can be reduced by as much as 68% with heating
and 46% with cooling of the cabin on Japan's 10–15 cycle [3]. The
Advanced Powertrain Research Facility at Argonne National
Laboratory has reported 59.3% and 53.7% reductions in range due to
maximum heating and maximum cooling, respectively, for the Ford
Focus EV operating on the Urban Dynamometer Driving Schedule
cycle [4]. In addition to these climate control impacts, electric-drive
vehicles may have additional cooling requirements for the electric
traction drive system components, including batteries, power
electronics, and electric machines.

To meet the needs of advanced vehicle thermal system simulations,
the U.S. Department of Energy’s National Renewable Energy
Laboratory (NREL) is building an integrated single- and two-phase
thermal system modeling framework, CoolSim, in Simulink. This
integrated approach allows for rapid system analysis and design in a
flexible and open modeling environment. Simulink is a common
engineering platform that allows for co-simulation with vehicle
modeling software Autonomie [5]. NREL previously developed an
A/C system simulation modeling framework in MATLAB/ Simulink
and validated its results against test bench data. To match the wide
range of A/C modeling needs, NREL developed models with three
different levels of detail: the Fully-Detailed, Quasi-Transient, and
Mapped-Component models.
The three models involve different levels of trade-offs between speed
and accuracy to meet a wide range of modeling needs. The FullyDetailed model captures the system transient behavior accurately but
runs at 0.1 of real-time speed [6]. The Quasi-Transient and MappedComponent models are progressively more simplified while trying to
maintain accuracy and run at real-time speed and faster than 10 times
real-time speed, respectively [7]. The goal of these newer model
versions was to provide faster simulation tools for less detailed,
vehicle-focused drive-cycle-based evaluations of A/C systems. For
steady-state conditions, the Quasi-Transient model provides
essentially the same accuracy as the Fully-Detailed model. The
Mapped-Component model does lose some accuracy in steady-state
conditions. For the SC03 drive cycle, the averaged results of power
and heat exchange rates obtained with the Quasi-Transient model are
within 3% of the results of the Fully-Detailed model. The MappedComponent model results are within 15% of the results of the FullyDetailed model. Short transients, such as those occurring during
compressor cycling, produce the most deviation from the FullyDetailed model for both simplified models. Conversion from the

To solve these challenges, alternative heating methods and more
efficient cooling systems are needed for EVs. These methods often
involve running the A/C system in heat pump mode to reduce the
heating power requirements of the cabin. In some advanced concepts,
the traditional liquid coolant-based thermal management is
supplemented with refrigerant-based cooling systems, which can
make the thermal management system as a whole significantly more
complex. When developing a thermal management system for an
internal combustion engine vehicle, it has traditionally been sufficient
to simulate the A/C system and the liquid coolant-based cooling
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Quasi-Transient A/C system model approach to the other two models
is relatively simple within the CoolSim framework. This allows a
new system model to be developed with the Quasi-Transient version
before the results are refined using the slower Fully-Detailed version
or accelerated using the faster Mapped-Component model version.

fact that the solution methods for both single- and two-phase flows
become similar. As a result, the effort spent on developing models in
the CoolSim framework for specific systems is reduced.
A model built with this updated version of CoolSim was developed
for NREL's combined fluid loop (CFL) thermal management test
bench in both active cooling and heating modes. Comparisons of
simulated results with measured data validate the new coolant loop
solution approach. Additional verification was obtained by
comparisons with results produced by the Fluid Network solution
method.

As outlined in the Background section, there is a need for coupled
thermal system simulations due to interconnectedness of the
refrigerant and liquid coolant circuits used in advanced thermal
management systems, especially the ones developed for EVs. To
address this need, NREL’s refrigerant circuit simulation model was
extended with a liquid-coolant circuit simulation capability. The
originally implemented coolant Fluid Network solution method [8]
was selected for its speed and algorithmic simplicity. This approach
works well for relatively simple systems that do not involve features
such as changes in fluid flow direction, a large number of operating
modes, etc. The complexity and flexibility of next generation
integrated systems, however, put a higher burden on the user for
setting up the models using the originally developed Fluid Network
approach. Certain system configurations with changing flow
directions based on mode and operating conditions were also found to
be challenging to simulate. To improve modeling of these more
complex thermal systems, a more general method that considers the
coolant as a compressible medium with an artificially small bulk
modulus was developed. This approach is similar to that used for
two-phase flow of refrigerant in the Quasi-Transient method.

A New Approach to Coolant Loop Modeling
The new single phase solution method integrates the “QuasiTransient” modeling method for the refrigerant circuit with a similar
approach for coolant loops. The details of the two-phase refrigerant
loop solution method are discussed in [7]. This paper focuses on
details of the single-phase coolant loop modeling. The original Fluid
Network approach for solving coolant loops in CoolSim relies on a
theory similar to Kirchoff's law for electric circuits. This approach is
efficient and will continue be of use for simpler systems; however,
the approach proved to be complicated for quick development of
more sophisticated models with many modes of operation. Figure 1
shows the model interface in Simulink for the original solution
approach and Figure 2 shows the new approach interface. Although
the new interface looks more involved, the time needed to build and
test the new model was notably less due to elimination of a coolant
loop specification step of the original approach. An important
advantage of the new approach is its ability to simulate complicated
multi-mode fluid networks with changing flow directions in
straightforward manner.

While this approach comes at a higher computational cost, the
flexibility and ease of model development make it a preferable
alternative for complex fluid networks. Furthermore, it was
determined that the bulk of computational effort is typically spent on
the refrigerant circuit, making additional computational expenses
relatively small. An additional benefit for developers comes from the

Figure 1. Original approach. NREL combined loop model, Simulink top-level view
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Figure 2. New approach. Combined loop model, new approach Simulink

Similar to the Quasi-Transient refrigerant circuit approach, coolant
loops in the new method are represented by zero-dimensional (0-D)
volume simulation blocks connected with simulation blocks for onedimensional (1-D) pipes, valves, or orifices. In general, any system
component that can provide a flow rate due to a pressure differential
can be connected to the 0-D volume blocks. For the coolant loop
network topology, these 0-D volume blocks are referred to as
junctions, as opposed to actual fluid reservoirs such as accumulators,
headers, compressor suction/exit volumes, etc., in case of refrigerant
circuits. These coolant junction simulation blocks can still be used to
model large volumes of coolant if needed.

energy for each junction and each of the 1-D pipes in the model is
ensured. A typical thermal management network is a slowly drifting
“quasi-steady” system, especially in cases with constant-RPM
electric pumps. In such cases, a true conservation of mass and energy
will be closely approximated by this method at all times.

Junction modeling
For junctions, a mathematical concept of “artificial mass” of coolant
is introduced and the conservation equations are written for this
artificial mass. This allows for adjustment of system “stiffness.”
Mass and enthalpy flows into and out of a junction are obtained from
adjacent blocks. The heat transfer rate across the solid boundary of a
junction is obtained separately. The time derivative for the artificial
mass in a junction volume is the difference between the sum of
incoming and the sum of outgoing mass flow rates as is formulated
by the following equation:

The strategy of this new Quasi-Transient single-phase numerical
method is to approach a steady-state solution that corresponds to the
boundary conditions prevailing at each of the time steps. In this way,
the model approximates a solution that would be obtained with a
hypothetical quasi-steady-state model that at every time step
computes steady-state conditions for the entire system. In 0-D
junctions, a compromise is made between the accuracy of the
implemented conservation equations and computational speed. This
is achieved by introducing and adjusting an artificial bulk modulus,
which ensures that all volumes in the model have similar low
numerical stiffness so that the high stiffness of liquid is avoided. This
allows for significantly larger computational time steps while
maintaining numerical stability and accuracy, resulting in faster
simulations.

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎
= � 𝑚𝑚̇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑖𝑖 − � 𝑚𝑚̇𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑗𝑗
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
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𝑖𝑖

𝑗𝑗

where 𝒎𝒎𝒂𝒂 is the artificial mass, 𝒕𝒕 is time, and 𝒎𝒎̇𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊,𝒊𝒊 and 𝒎𝒎̇𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐,𝒋𝒋 are
incoming and outgoing mass flow rates, respectively. Conservation of
energy is treated in a similar manner in a form of a control volume
equation. The size of the volume is constant, which implies that there
is no work done by solid boundaries. The resulting time derivative of
the total energy in a junction volume is the sum of incoming enthalpy
flow rates minus the sum of outgoing enthalpy flow rates plus heat
addition:

The 1-D pipe block assumes a constant coolant mass flow rate along
its length. The flow rate then becomes a simulation state variable. At
each time step, the coolant pressure differential across each line is
compared to pressure differences between the junctions (0-D volume
blocks) attached to them. A numerical method is applied to
continuously adjust the coolant mass flow rate in each of the lines.
The goal of this method is to match the pressure drop of the line to
the pressure drop between the junctions that the line connects. The
coolant mass flow rate, therefore, responds with a delay but it
approaches the solution that would develop under the steady-state
conditions.

𝑖𝑖

𝑗𝑗

where 𝐔𝐔 is the internal energy, 𝐇𝐇̇𝐢𝐢𝐢𝐢 and 𝐇𝐇̇𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨 are the enthalpy flow
rates in and out of the volume, respectively, and 𝐐𝐐̇ is the heat transfer
rate into the volume through its boundaries.

The downside of this approach is that the total coolant mass in the
system is fluctuating slightly and the energy balance is not strictly
enforced. The implications include lost accuracy for modeling of fast
transients that occur on the order of seconds, such as pump cycling.
For steady-state conditions, however, the conservation of mass and

Naturally, 𝐦𝐦𝐚𝐚 and 𝐔𝐔 are simulation state variables. By integration,
Eqs. (1) and (2) produce the artificial mass and total energy in a
junction, making these values available before values of all the other
variables are computed as time is advanced by a step.
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The artificial coolant mass is introduced to allow changing how
pressure and density are related through the coolant material property
equations. This approach assumes a uniform coolant bulk modulus
valid for all conditions, making pressure a function of the artificial
density only. The bulk modulus is also proportional to the size of the
volume. This ensures that all junction volumes in the model have
adjustable and identical “stiffness,” meaning similar coolant flow
rates will result in similar pressure changes regardless of the size of
the volume. The result is a higher allowed simulation time step and
therefore a much faster model execution.

𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 1�2 𝑓𝑓

(3)

where 𝐁𝐁 is the bulk modulus measured in Pa, 𝐕𝐕 is the size of the
volume, and 𝛒𝛒𝐫𝐫𝐫𝐫𝐫𝐫 is a reference density. Note that while volume 𝐕𝐕 is
varying from junction to junction in the system, 𝐁𝐁/𝐕𝐕 for each of
junction remains the same. 𝐁𝐁/𝐕𝐕 and the volume are input parameters
from which 𝐁𝐁 is calculated. The lower the value of 𝐁𝐁/𝐕𝐕, the “softer”
the system will be. By dividing the total enthalpy by the artificial
mass, the specific enthalpy in the volume can be obtained as:
h=

U + pV
ma

(5)

where 𝐩𝐩𝐢𝐢𝐢𝐢 , 𝛒𝛒𝐢𝐢𝐢𝐢 , and 𝐯𝐯𝐢𝐢𝐢𝐢 are the pressure, density, and velocity at the
inlet boundary of the segment; 𝐋𝐋 is the length of the segment; 𝐃𝐃𝐡𝐡 is
the hydraulic diameter; 𝐯𝐯𝐢𝐢𝐢𝐢 is the constant mass flow rate, 𝐦𝐦̇, divided
by the inlet boundary density, 𝛒𝛒𝐢𝐢𝐢𝐢 and by the pipe cross sectional
area. The wall friction coefficient, 𝐟𝐟 is obtained from the HagenPoisseuille equation (Eq. 5.10.12 in [9]) for laminar flows and from a
modified version of the Colebrook equation (Eq. 5.10.13 in [9]) for
turbulent flows. Next, the local heat transfer coefficient is calculated
with the Dittus-Boelter correlation [10] and the effectivenessnumber-of-transfer-units (E-NTU) method [10] is applied to obtain
the coolant exit temperature assuming that the pipe wall temperature
is uniform. This approach ensures that the coolant exit temperature
from the segment does not overshoot the wall temperature:

Accordingly, the pressure in a junction is:
𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎
𝑝𝑝 = 𝐵𝐵 ∙ � 𝑉𝑉 − 1�
𝜌𝜌𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

𝐿𝐿
𝜌𝜌 𝑣𝑣 2
𝐷𝐷𝐻𝐻 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − (𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤 ) ∙ �1 − 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼
� (6)
𝑚𝑚̇ 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝

where 𝑻𝑻𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊 is temperature at the inlet boundary, 𝑻𝑻𝒘𝒘 is the segment
wall temperature, 𝑨𝑨 is the heat transfer area (segment length times
inner channel perimeter), 𝜶𝜶 is the heat transfer coefficient, and 𝑪𝑪𝒑𝒑 is
the constant pressure specific heat. Then, the heat transfer rate from
the coolant to the wall can be calculated as follows:

(4)

𝑄𝑄̇ = 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝 ∙ 𝑚𝑚̇ ∙ (𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 )

Temperature is calculated from the specific enthalpy, using the
generic enthalpy-temperature relationship for a specific coolant.

(7)

Once the heat transfer rate is computed with Eq. (7), the specific
enthalpy on the outlet boundary can also be calculated with:

Equations (1) and (2) become accurate for conservation of mass and
energy when applied to steady-state conditions. If the sum of
incoming mass flow rates is greater than the sum of outgoing mass
flow rates, the artificial mass will increase, and therefore the pressure
in the volume will increase. Such a pressure rise will tend to reduce
the incoming mass flow rates and will increase the outgoing mass
flow rates. As a result, the system will be driven to a steady-state
solution. A similar statement can be made for enthalpy, provided the
mass flow rates in and out have already reached a steady state;
therefore, Eqs. (1) and (2) approach the rigorous mass and energy
conservation equations in steady-state conditions, and they will tend
to drive the system towards a correct steady-state solution from any
transient state.

ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 =

𝐻𝐻̇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑄𝑄̇
𝑚𝑚̇

(8)

where 𝐇𝐇̇𝐢𝐢𝐢𝐢 is the enthalpy flow rate through the inlet boundary of the
segment. With 𝐡𝐡𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨 and 𝐩𝐩𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨𝐨 obtained, all the other coolant
properties can be calculated at the outlet boundary of the first
segment. The procedure can be repeated for each subsequent segment
of the line with outlet conditions at a previous segment serving as the
inlet conditions for the subsequent one. This constitutes a “marching”
scheme that starts at the upstream boundary of a pipe and proceeds
until the downstream boundary is reached. The pressure obtained at
the outlet of the pipe can now be compared to the pressure inside the
junction connected to the pipe at its downstream boundary. Ideally,
these two pressures would match, which would mean that the coolant
mass flow rate used in the calculations was accurate; however, these
pressures typically differ. One approach to resolve the difference is to
iterate the coolant mass flow rate until the pressures match, which
was found to be computationally expensive. A faster alternative
approach was adopted in which only one iteration of the marching
has to be completed per pipe for each time step. Instead of fully
converging the system to an intermediate steady state, the pipe flow
solution is advanced one iteration step toward the steady state. After a
step is completed, the outlet pressure is compared to that of the
junction downstream to calculate a rate of change for the coolant
mass flow in the pipe. This rate is used to determine the mass flow
rate for the next time step by the integrator. Therefore, the coolant
mass flow rate becomes a simulation state variable, and it will be
available at the beginning of each time step. The equation applied to
calculate the derivative of the mass flow rate is as follows:

1-D Pipe modeling
For the 1-D pipe model, the governing equations are also developed
with the goal of approximating quasi-steady solutions. The approach
assumes a constant coolant mass flow rate along the length of a pipe
at any time. The flow rate is, however, allowed to vary in time. A
finite volume formulation is used to determine the lengthwise
distribution of flow parameters. With the coolant mass flow rate fixed
along the length of the pipe, the finite volume equations can be
applied with a marching scheme in the direction of the flow. For each
finite volume (or segment) and at each time step, the flow variables at
the outlet boundary of the segment can be calculated from the flow
variables at the inlet to that segment and the wall temperature of the
segment. Assuming that the magnitude and direction of the coolant
flow are known, it can be considered that the inlet boundary
conditions of the first segment are those prevailing in the junction
attached at the upstream side of the pipe block. Starting with this
condition, the pressure at the exit boundary of the first segment, pout ,
is calculated using the Darcy-Weisbach equation (Eq. 5.8.7 in [9]).

𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑,𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚̇
= 𝐶𝐶 ∙
∙ 𝑚𝑚̇,
𝑝𝑝𝑢𝑢 − 𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(9)
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Validation of the New Coolant Modeling Approach

where 𝒎𝒎̇ is the coolant mass flow rate, 𝒑𝒑𝒖𝒖 and 𝒑𝒑𝒅𝒅 are the pressures in
the upstream and downstream junction blocks respectively, 𝒑𝒑𝒅𝒅,𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄 is
the 1-D pipe downstream boundary pressure calculated at the current
time step, and 𝑪𝑪 is an input parameter that adjusts the rate of the
numerical “pull” towards the steady-state solution at the given
intermediate boundary conditions.

NREL’s CFL electric-drive vehicle thermal management system test
bench [12], shown in Figure 3, was selected for validation and
demonstration of the new coolant loop solution method. The
complete system schematic is shown in Figure 4.

The air side heat transfer calculations are identical to those used in
the quasi-transient model of the refrigerant system. To compute the
heat flux, velocity, pressure and temperature of the air flow, as well
as the average wall temperature, of each of the pipe segments are
used. The Chang correlation [11] is used for obtaining the heat
transfer coefficient. The effect of fin efficiency is accounted for and
the details of the calculations can be found in [6].
For calculations of both the internal (coolant-to-wall) and external
(air-to-wall) heat transfer rates, an average wall temperature 𝑻𝑻𝒘𝒘 in
each of the pipe segments is needed. In fact, it is the wall temperature
through which the internal and external flow calculations are coupled.
The temperatures of the wall segments are simulation state variables;
thus, their time derivatives are known at each simulation time
instance. As the integrator advances from a particular time point to
the next one (time increases by a time step) these wall temperatures
will also be obtained for the new point in time. With the segment wall
temperatures known, the internal and external heat transfer rates can
now be calculated using Eqs. 6 and 7 and by following the procedure
described in Ref 6. Finally, the time derivative of the average
temperature of a wall segment is calculated so that the integrator may
advance further in time. The time derivative of the wall temperature
is obtained from the conservation of energy principle, which states
that the net heat flux into the wall segment is the amount of energy
stored in the wall segment:
𝑄𝑄̇𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 − 𝑄𝑄̇𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 −

𝑑𝑑𝑄𝑄̇𝑥𝑥
𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤
∙ ∆𝑥𝑥 = 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 ∗ ∆𝑚𝑚𝑤𝑤 ∗
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

Figure 3. NREL’s combined fluid loop test bench thermal management
system apparatus

(10)

where 𝑸𝑸̇𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂 is the heat transfer rate from air to the wall, 𝑸𝑸̇𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄 is the
heat transfer rate from the wall to the coolant, 𝑸𝑸̇𝒙𝒙 is the heat transfer
rate in the pipe wall along the refrigerant flow direction, 𝑪𝑪𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑 is the
wall material specific heat, and ∆𝒎𝒎𝒘𝒘 is the mass of the wall segment.

Figure 4. Schematic of NREL’s CFL electric-drive vehicle thermal
management system

Two modes of operation were selected for validation of the new
coolant solution method that are of primary interest in connection
with emerging thermal management systems of EVs: active cooling
and heating that utilizes heat pumping from the outside environment
using a vapor compression cycle. NREL's test bench allows for
testing a wide range of advanced A/C, heat pump, and cooling loop
configurations [10]. In this system, a refrigerant circuit operating the
vapor compression cycle is used as both an A/C unit (providing
cooling) and as a heat pump (providing heating). The refrigerant loop
exchanges heat with the liquid coolant in the chiller and in the
condenser. The liquid coolant is used to provide cooling and heating
to the cabin.

𝒅𝒅𝑸𝑸̇𝒙𝒙

The
∙ ∆𝒙𝒙 term represents the imbalance in conductive heat flow
𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅
rates from the neighboring wall segments. The time derivative dTw/dt
can now be calculated from Eq. 10 and used by the integrator to
compute the wall temperature at the next point in time.

For increased simulation speeds, a variant of the method can be used
that utilizes lookup tables for components represented by junctions
and 1-D pipe models, a typical example being a heat exchanger. In
such a method, the coolant mass flow rates are obtained from 1-D
lookup tables relating mass flow rates to pressure differences across
components. For heat exchange rates, lookup tables using coolant
mass flow rates, coolant inlet temperatures, air mass flow rates, and
air inlet temperatures as parameters can be used. To generate such
lookup tables, separate models are typically created using junction
and 1-D line models. These models can be simulated over the entire
range of desired values of the above mentioned parameters to
produce the lookup tables suitable for faster simulations.

The schematics of the two modes selected for validation are
presented in Figures 5 and 6. Figure 5 shows an active cooling mode
in which the cabin is cooled by a liquid coolant that then exchanges
heat with the refrigerant via a liquid-to-refrigerant chiller. The heat is
then released to a “hot” loop coolant via a liquid-to-coolant
condenser and transferred to the ambient air through a coolant-to-air
front-end heat exchanger (radiator).
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Figure 5. Active cooling mode

Figure 6 illustrates an active heating mode where energy is received
from the ambient air and transferred to the chiller bypassing the cabin
cooler by a “cold” coolant loop. The heat is then “pumped” by a
vapor compression cycle with some heat addition by the compressor
to the “hot” loop condenser, where it is transferred into the “hot” loop
coolant and later released into the cabin by a coolant-to-air heater.

Figure 7. Simulated and measured capacities of coolant-to-air heat exchangers
(HX). RMS=4.18%. Nine out of 10 points fall within 95% of uncertainty
intervals. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals for measurement
uncertainties.

The predicted and measured radiator, heater, and cooler capacities are
compared in Figure 7. Figure 8 illustrates a comparison for the
condenser and the chiller capacities. The root mean square (RMS)
difference between the simulation results and data characterizing the
simulation error for capacities of coolant-to-air heat exchangers is
4.18%.

Figure 6. Active heating mode using a heat pump

With the new coolant loop solution method, no identification of
coolant loops by the user is needed. The selection of operating modes
is done in a more natural way by opening and closing the valves
presented in Figure 4. This is different from the previous approach
presented in [8], where Figures 2 and 3 illustrated user-specified
coolant loops. In this regard, the new approach is a significant
improvement in usability of the CoolSim framework for complex
systems.
Figures 7 through 10 show steady-state results obtained with the
updated coolant loop solution method for the active heating and
active cooling modes of the CFL system illustrated in Figures 5 and
6. Data from NREL’s experimental test bench span ambient
temperature range from -2°C to +43°C. A total of five points were
below an ambient temperature of 20°C, for which the active heating
mode was used. The remaining five points were above 20°C, for
which the active cooling mode was engaged. Simulation results are
compared to the measured data as plots of major parameters versus
ambient temperature.

Figure 8. Simulated and measured capacities of coolant-to-refrigerant heat
exchangers RMS=4.18%. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals for
measurement uncertainties.

In Figure 9, simulated coolant temperatures are compared to the data
in each of the five heat exchangers of the system. Figure 10 shows a
comparison between the simulated and measured compressor suction
and discharge refrigerant pressures. The RMS for the coolant
temperatures was found to be 1.56%, for refrigerant pressures 6.71%,
and for heat transfer rates 4.18%.
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easier to simulate all of the operating modes in systems with a large
number of possible operating modes due to complex configuration
and a multitude of on/off valves.
The new approach was validated with the data obtained by NREL's
combined loop experimental test bench and showed the same level of
agreement with data as the original approach as reported in [12]. The
RMS differences between data and simulation for coolant loop
parameters were on the order of 5%. These results are overall within
uncertainties of the measurements and constitute an acceptable level
of agreement with data.
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Figure 9: Simulated and measured coolant temperatures in heat exchangers.
RMS=1.56%

Figures 7 through10 together give a quantitative view into the system
behavior as well as illustrating the level of accuracy obtained by the
new simulation method, which is found to be acceptable and within
the error levels of the test data.

Figure 10: Simulated and measured maximum and minimum refrigerant
pressures in the vapor compression circuit. RMS=6.71%

Summary/Conclusions
NREL’s MATLAB/Simulink thermal modeling framework,
CoolSim, was improved with an alternative simulation method for
liquid coolant networks. The new method makes it possible to apply
CoolSim to networks with changing flow patterns and flow directions
regardless of complexity. This allows the use of a single model
whose top-level representation in MATLAB/Simulink closely
follows the system schematics for all modes of operation. Such a
capability is of special interest to emerging combined
refrigerant/coolant loop networks of advanced electric and hybrid
vehicles, which may include multiple operating modes. Developing
control algorithms for such networks can be greatly simplified by
application of CoolSim. Several projects that utilize this capability
are now underway with industry partners.
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